Equality Delivery System for the NHS
EDS2 Summary Report
Implementation of the Equality Delivery System – EDS2 is a requirement on both NHS commissioners and NHS providers. Organisations are
encouraged to follow the implementation of EDS2 in accordance with the ‘9 Steps for EDS2 Implementation’ as outlined in the 2013 EDS2 guidance
document. The document can be found at: http://www.england.nhs.uk/wp-content/uploads/2013/11/eds-nov131.pdf
This EDS2 Summary Report is designed to give an overview of the organisation’s most recent EDS2 implementation. It is recommended that once
completed, this Summary Report is published on the organisation’s website.
NHS organisation name:

Organisation’s Board lead for EDS2:

Organisation’s EDS2 lead (name/email):
Pamela Brown. pamela.brown@wmas.nhs.uk

Level of stakeholder involvement in EDS2 grading and subsequent actions:
Two events were held one for staff and an external event for communities, partners
and other agencies. A total of 100 people were consulted with.The staff workshop
incorporated all six sections of outcome 3. The external event incorporated all 18
outcomes. Staff representation was diverse with staff at different grades and levels
and from different work backgrounds. The external event had representation from
local voluntary and charity organisations, Health Watch, Religious groups,
[Christian, Muslim, Hindu]
Other NHS Trusts, BME groups, Age UK, plus other partners. The event was an all
day event to encompass all 18 elements. Each element was presented by the
relevant Director or Senior Manager this then was followed by a table discussion
which incorporated grading the event the element and providing suggestions for
future enhancements. The completed full report was then presented to the
following groups;
Publication
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1. Workforce Development Group [WDG]
2. Diversity & Inclusion Steering Group [DI&SAG]

Organisation’s Equality Objectives (including duration period):
1.Increase recruitment applications from BME [Black Minority Ethnicity] and
Disabled candidates to the Trust to ensure that Trust staff are representative of the
communities we serve. Encourage current members of staff who are BME or
Disabled to develop and flourish to their full potential.
2.Build trust and confidence with our communities, patients, carers and their
families through effective communication, engagement and partnership working.
3.Create a culture where all staff, patients, carers and their families and other
agencies the Trust works with are treated with Dignity and Respect.
4.Continue to develop the working environment, were all staff are encouraged to
develop as individuals, so that they will provide high quality patient care and
Headline
good
practiceofexamples
EDS2 so
outcomes
enhance the
reputation
the Trust of
in doing
will feel valued for their contribution.
(for
patients/community/workforce):
5.All staff are to foster working relationships that eliminate Bullying, Harassment,
Discrimination and other unwanted behaviours that do not reflect the values of the
Trust.

Date of EDS2 grading
Goal

Outcome
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Date of next EDS2 grading
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Select Year
Outcome links
to an Equality
Objective

Grade and reasons for rating
Services are commissioned, procured, designed and delivered to meet the health needs of
local communities
Grade

Better health outcomes

1.1

Undeveloped

Which protected characteristics fare well
Age

Pregnancy and maternity

Disability

Race

Gender
reassignment

Religion or belief

Achieving
Excelling

Marriage and
civil partnership

Developing

Evidence drawn upon for rating

Sex
Sexual orientation

Individual people’s health needs are assessed and met in appropriate and effective ways
Grade

1.2

Undeveloped

Which protected characteristics fare well
Age

Pregnancy and maternity

Disability

Race

Gender
reassignment

Religion or belief

Achieving
Excelling

Marriage and
civil partnership

Developing

Sex
Sexual orientation

Evidence drawn upon for rating
Presentation delivered by the Senior manager of Clinical &
Commissioning Service Development .
The commissioning strategy recognises the importance of diversity
and meeting the needs of everyone. This involves listening to
patients, carers and staff. This element is monitored through;
1. Friends and Family test
2. Complaints
3. Incidents
4.Staff survey and feedback
5.Quality account
6.CQC inspection achieved " Outstanding"
7.Performance and improvement is reviewed internally on a
quarterly basis by Quality Governance Committee
drawn
rating
8.Evidence
Commissioners
have upon
monthlyfor
quality
committees

Transitions from one service to another, for people on care pathways, are made smoothly
with everyone well-informed
Grade

1.3

Undeveloped

Which protected characteristics fare well
Age

Pregnancy and maternity

Disability

Race

Gender
reassignment

Religion or belief

Achieving
Excelling

Marriage and
civil partnership

Developing

Sex
Sexual orientation

Presentation delivered by the Senior manager of Clinical &
Commissioning Service Development .
During 2017/178the Trust achieved this element through:
Education and training –
Higher Education Institutions
Trust Mandatory training, virtual learning and CPD
Published articles
Clinical Supervision
Monitoring and Audit
Analysis and Learning to inform all of the above through the
Learning Review Group
Health promotion via social media e.g Sepsis Campaign

Improved
patient access
and experience

Better health outcomes, continued

Goal

Outcome

Outcome links
to an Equality
Objective

Grade and reasons for rating
When people use NHS services their safety is prioritised and they are free from mistakes,
mistreatment and abuse
Grade

1.4

Undeveloped

Which protected characteristics fare well
Age

Pregnancy and maternity

Disability

Race

Gender
reassignment

Religion or belief

Achieving
Excelling

Marriage and
civil partnership

Developing

Evidence drawn upon for rating

Sex
Sexual orientation

Screening, vaccination and other health promotion services reach and benefit all local
communities
Grade

1.5

Undeveloped

Which protected characteristics fare well
Age

Pregnancy and maternity

Disability

Race

Gender
reassignment

Religion or belief

Achieving
Excelling

Marriage and
civil partnership

Developing

Sex
Sexual orientation

Evidence drawn upon for rating
Presentation delivered by the Senior Manager of Clinical &
Commissioning Service Development .
Making Every Contact Count (MECC):
MECC Education is a key part of the programme delivered to the
Clinical Mentor Team, on an annual basis.
Health promotion, WMAS is in regular contact with NHS England in
relation to the delivery of the NHS Health Workforce Programme, of
which we are currently in year 2. The Trust is committed to
engaging with as wide a public as possible through its use of social
media.

People, carers and communities can readily access hospital, community health or primary
care services and should not be denied access on unreasonable grounds
Grade

2.1

Undeveloped

Which protected characteristics fare well
Age

Pregnancy and maternity

Disability

Race

Gender
reassignment

Religion or belief

Achieving
Excelling

Marriage and
civil partnership

Developing

Sex
Sexual orientation

Evidence drawn upon for rating

Goal

Outcome

Outcome links
to an Equality
Objective

Grade and reasons for rating
People are informed and supported to be as involved as they wish to be in decisions
about their care

Improved patient access and experience

Grade

2.2

Undeveloped

Which protected characteristics fare well
Age

Pregnancy and maternity

Disability

Race

Gender
reassignment

Religion or belief

Achieving
Excelling

Marriage and
civil partnership

Developing

Sex
Sexual orientation

People report positive experiences of the NHS
Grade

2.3

Undeveloped

Which protected characteristics fare well
Age

Pregnancy and maternity

Disability

Race

Gender
reassignment

Religion or belief

Achieving
Excelling

Marriage and
civil partnership

Developing

Sex
Sexual orientation

Evidence drawn upon for rating
Presentation delivered by the Senior manager of Clinical &
Commissioning Service Development .
The Trust operates a Mental Health Triage Service in Birmingham
Development of a joint initiative to provide safe and effective care in
the right place and time for patients with urgent mental health
needs.
999 Service and what you can expect:
You will always receive help, whether that is telephone advice or
face to face assistant: Not all patients go to hospital some are
provided advice over the phone,others have an ambulance crew
attend and are treated in their own home others require being taken
toEvidence
hospital for treatment.
Just to for
put itrating
into perspective this is the
drawn upon
data for the previous 12 months.
Hear and Treat : 41,361
Presented
by Regional
Head of Patient Experience.
See
and Treat
: 338,765
What
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in
2016/17
Conveyed Patients :597,319 and how it was monitored;
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and
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fromcurrently
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the
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An
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Compliments
–
4%communities
- equates to:
Increased engagement with rural
Transport
Service
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Continued 1:13,992
sharing ofPatient
information
on service
provision
through
1:1,729
Emergency
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contacts
publications, social media and engagement events
feedback
via Patient
Opinion
Continued Continued
working with
Commissioners
and
other Services to
The
Trust
is
continuing
to
work
towards:
deliver the best care for communities
Continued promotion of the Friends and Family Test and our
patient survey
Continue with Engagement Events during 2017/18 (building on
Evidencealready
drawn
upon for rating
engagement
undertaken)
Awareness training to Trust Operations Managers on complaint and
concern handling
Presentation
delivered by the Senior manager of Clinical &
Public and Appointed
Governors
to engage
within their community
Commissioning
Service
Development
.
and feedback
Currently
the Trust has in place the following measures;

People’s complaints about services are handled respectfully and efficiently
Grade

2.4

Undeveloped

Which protected characteristics fare well
Age

Pregnancy and maternity

Disability

Race

Gender
reassignment

Religion or belief

Achieving
Excelling

Marriage and
civil partnership

Developing

Sex
Sexual orientation

An appropriate investigation undertaken
Dedicated Clinical Standards Managers to deal with clinical
Targeted Patient Transport Service survey
concerns
A dedicated Clinical Manager available to deal with clinical
complaints on the spot
Complaint’s closed within the national guidelines timeframe -6
months (WMAS 25 working days)
An open and honest response
Additional training provided to managers
To put complaints into perspective the following data may be
useful;
PTS – 1 Complaint for every 7,425 Non-Emergency Patient
Journeys
EOC– 1 Complaint for every 15,452 Emergency calls
E&U – 1 Complaint for every 5,075 Emergency Incidents
36.6% of complaints upheld

Goal

Outcome

Outcome links
to an Equality
Objective

Grade and reasons for rating
Fair NHS recruitment and selection processes lead to a more representative workforce
at all levels

A representative and supported workforce

Grade

3.1

Undeveloped

Which protected characteristics fare well
Age

Pregnancy and maternity

Disability

Race

Gender
reassignment

Religion or belief

Achieving
Excelling

Marriage and
civil partnership

Developing

Sex
Sexual orientation

Evidence drawn upon for rating
Presented by the Recruitment Manager.
Best practice already in place;
Use of national NHS Jobs e-system
Standard email responses
Ease of access for applicants to check the status of any
applications
Ability to provide feedback on the process
Revised Internet Website
Standardised questions for each role
Trained interview panels
Values based recruitment
Unconscious Bias Training
Regular
reviewdrawn
of applicant
feedback
via NHS Jobs
Evidence
upon
for rating
Dyslexia support for assessments
Separate rooms
Presented
by a Senior HR Manager.
Scribes
Regional
Forum meet every 6 weeks
Coloured Partnership
paper
Consultation
mechanisms
Feedback available
on request
15
Trade
Union Representatives
Risk
assessments
completed for any disabilities identifying
Locality
Partnership
Forum
reasonable
adjustments
in the workplace
Executive
Partnership
Good News
stories; Group
Staff
side consultation
negotiated
Localised Terms and
Appointed
RecruitmentFully
Engagement
Officer
Conditions
Internal Flourish Events planned throughout the year
NHS
Job Evaluation
Processes
All Student
Paramedic
now have permanent contracts – increase
Trained
retentionHR
andProfessionals
more beneficial for internal staff progressing
Trained
evaluators
Access Course
for internal staff members and BME applicants.
Evidence
drawn upon
for Union
rating
Fully
work in partnership
with
Trade
Officials
Engagement
events in the
community
Job
Evaluation
Consistency
checking
Recruitment Showcase open evening process

The NHS is committed to equal pay for work of equal value and expects employers to use
equal pay audits to help fulfil their legal obligations
Grade

3.2

Undeveloped

Which protected characteristics fare well
Age

Pregnancy and maternity

Disability

Race

Gender
reassignment

Religion or belief

Achieving
Excelling

Marriage and
civil partnership

Developing

Sex
Sexual orientation

Training and development opportunities are taken up and positively evaluated by all staff
Grade

3.3

Undeveloped

Which protected characteristics fare well
Age

Pregnancy and maternity

Disability

Race

Gender
reassignment

Religion or belief

Achieving
Excelling

Marriage and
civil partnership

Developing

Sex
Sexual orientation

Presented
the Senior
manager
of Organisational
Development.
Designatedby
contact
for BME
candidates
from application
to
The
Trust has strong links to the Universities where our Paramedic
appointment
placements
from and
students
are supported
Internal staffcome
progressing
from
non-operational
poststhroughout
to Studenttheir
training.
A varied
Paramedic
roles programme of learning is provided from virtual
learning
to formalised
Engaging Leaders
Engaging Managers
All vacancies
filled all Paramedic
positionsand
filled.
programmes accredited by Coventry university. The department
has provided opportunities for development through an Enabling
Success Framework, Flourish events, Staff conversations and
feedback and the staff survey.
Presented by Post Qualification Manager
Clinical development opportunities are provided through a variety of
methods. Virtual learning internally and externally of clinical topics,
Continuous Professional Development courses bi monthly calendar
with what's on. Courses are governed by a Quality Assurance
process. The Trust is now the first Trust among ambulance
services to have achieved university status and is now called The
West Midlands Ambulance Service University NHS Foundation

Goal

Outcome

Outcome links
to an Equality
Objective

Grade and reasons for rating
When at work, staff are free from abuse, harassment, bullying and violence from any source

A representative and supported workforce

Grade

3.4

Undeveloped

Which protected characteristics fare well
Age

Pregnancy and maternity

Disability

Race

Gender
reassignment

Religion or belief

Achieving
Excelling

Marriage and
civil partnership

Developing

Sex
Sexual orientation

Evidence drawn upon for rating
Harassment and violence from patients and the public has
increased and the Trust is robust in taking cases forward to court.
Depending on the circumstances, bullying and harassment can be
tackled in a number of ways.
These can include
An agreement between the parties on standards of behaviour
Mentoring
Mediation
Coaching
Formal Investigation
Training
Emotional support and counselling for both parties
Staff
Advice and
Liaisonupon
Servicefor
(SALS)
Evidence
drawn
rating
Access to formal counselling provision
Wide ranging ‘Take the Pledge’ campaign
Presented
by Senior HR Manager
Anti-bullying/discrimination
posters/weekly brief articles
The
Trust offer
a wide
of flexible
working
options;
Extensive
Bullying
andrange
Harassment
section
in Staff
Handbook
Current
policy
welland
ingrained
into practice:
along with
Dignity
Respect
Flexi
time
Mental
health training and awareness
Working
hours (part
time)
Dignity atreduced
Work Training
for Managers
Working
from
home
Bullying & Harassment E-Nav Package
Annualised
Freedom to hours
Speak Up Guardians
Compressed
All staff have Hours
undertaken conflict resolution training, which is
Rostered
refreshed Annual
every 3Leave
years.Rosters
All Trust ambulances have 360degree
Term
time
working
cameras now installed to capture unwarranted behaviours by
Job
Sharing
patients
and the public.
Evidence
drawn upon for rating
Flexible
retirement
Career Breaks
To statistically
underpin
popularity of flexible working;
Presented
by Senior
HRthe
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in formal
CQC awarded
the requests
Trust " Outstanding" . with leadership rated as
79 people
working
on Led
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agreementThe Trust is
Good
during
the Well
element ofhours
the inspection.
726
people
working part
timeever
hours
(approx.this
15%
of workforce)
the only
ambulance
service
to achieve
level..
The Trust
23 peoplestaff
have
retired &BME
returned
to the
Trust
supports
networks
& LGBT
and
has during
a Staff2017
Advice
29
employees
secured
career. A
breaks
the last
2 years
Liaison
Servicehave
provided
by peers
good in
range
of HWB
support
Informal
changes
to rosters
/ patterns of
work
take
place at and
a
is provided
including
physiotherapists
and
fastalso
track
diagnostic
local
level regularly.
consultant
appointments. All Hubs have Locality Partnership

Flexible working options are available to all staff consistent with the needs of the service
and the way people lead their lives
Grade

3.5

Undeveloped

Which protected characteristics fare well
Age

Pregnancy and maternity

Disability

Race

Gender
reassignment

Religion or belief

Achieving
Excelling

Marriage and
civil partnership

Developing

Sex
Sexual orientation

Staff report positive experiences of their membership of the workforce
Grade

3.6

Undeveloped

Which protected characteristics fare well
Age

Pregnancy and maternity

Disability

Race

Gender
reassignment

Religion or belief

Achieving
Excelling

Marriage and
civil partnership

Developing

Sex
Sexual orientation

Forums and every member of staff has a named manager and
Clinical Team Mentor.

Goal

Outcome

Outcome links
to an Equality
Objective

Grade and reasons for rating
Boards and senior leaders routinely demonstrate their commitment to promoting equality
within and beyond their organisations
Grade

Inclusive leadership

4.1

Undeveloped

Which protected characteristics fare well
Age

Pregnancy and maternity

Disability

Race

Gender
reassignment

Religion or belief

Achieving
Excelling

Marriage and
civil partnership

Developing

Sex
Sexual orientation

Evidence drawn upon for rating
Presented by the Head of HR.
The Board and senior leaders demonstrate
their commitment by ensuring the Trust complies with both legal
and NHS mandated duties;
1. Equality Act 2010
2. Public Sector Equality Duties
3. NHS constitution first principle fairness & equity
4. Five year forward view
5. EDS2
6. WRES
7. NHS Standard Contract
8. Gender Pay Gap reporting
Directors
act as
mentors.upon
All Directors
and senior managers have
Evidence
drawn
for rating
two equality objectives to achieve annually. The CEO chairs the
Trusts Equality and Inclusion Steering Advisory Group. EQuality
Presented
by the
Head
HR The in
Trust
has robustmeeting
governance
and Inclusion
issues
areofreflected
all committee
papers.
with
strong committee
structure
in place.
Diversity
Inclusion
A dedicated
post of Head
of Equality
and The
Inclusion
has &been
steering
is chaired
by the
CEO
andinto
alsogeneral
has twoworking
other
engagedgroup
to facilitate
learning
and
embed
Executiveacross
Directors
the group. Risks
arespecific
identified
by the
practices
theinorganisation.
Several
development
Steering group
members
and placed
on theduring
risk register
which
can
sessions
have been
delivered
to the Board
the year
to raise
be escalated
to the Board
if unresolved.
Regularagenda.
reports are
their
understanding
of the equality
and inclusion
provided for the Quality Governance Committee which are then
progressed to the Board. The Trust has approved policies and
procedures in place. Equality impact assessments are undertaken,
Diversity and Inclusion implications are on all Board papers.

Papers that come before the Board and other major Committees identify equality-related
impacts including risks, and say how these risks are to be managed
Grade

4.2

Undeveloped

Which protected characteristics fare well
Age

Pregnancy and maternity

Disability

Race

Gender
reassignment

Religion or belief

Achieving
Excelling

Marriage and
civil partnership

Developing

Sex
Sexual orientation

Middle managers and other line managers support their staff to work in culturally
competent ways within a work environment free from discrimination
Grade

4.3

Undeveloped

Which protected characteristics fare well
Age

Pregnancy and maternity

Disability

Race

Gender
reassignment

Religion or belief

Achieving
Excelling

Marriage and
civil partnership

Developing

Sex
Sexual orientation

Evidence drawn upon for rating
Presented by the Head of D&I Managers support their staff by
being aware of Diversity & Inclusion through;
1. Mandatory handbook training.
2. Dignity & Respect training
3. Recruitment & Unconscious bias training
4. WRES
5. EDS2 event
6. Public Sector Equality Duty

